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The Laundry Basket: Using ADDIE to Facilitate Multiple Database Cross-referencing  
 
WHERE/WHEN   
 
Situations arise in organizations where an employee must cross-reference one set of information 
to another in order to reach a predetermined outcome. The person conducting the cross-
referencing may be collaborating with several other people on a similar project, but unless a 
mechanism exists for coordinating efforts, there is no way to verify if one person is researching 
in accordance with somebody else on the team. Consider, for example, if two people are working 
on creating an in-house procedural guide for Corporate Compliance. The guide needs to follow 
the strict federal, state, and county mandates, and each person needs to be aware of where the 
other person stands in regards to the data collected from the federal, state, and county websites 
that explains how the procedure should be produced and implemented. If both people work on 
the federal guidelines as opposed to one person researching federal guidelines and the other 
person analyzing state guidelines, then time and money have been wasted. The lack of a 
standardized, coordinated cross-referencing process can lead to a decrease in productivity, 
multiple reports from different people with the same results, and confusion about the 
responsibilities of each team member.  
 
In similar instances, members of a team may be working with the same information sources as 
another team, but they are using the information in a different way. The teams may be working 
on different outcomes, but they must access the same material to find what they are looking for 
(See the Case Study). 
 
The Laundry Basket Cross-referencing Worksheet tool will help people to cross-reference 
information by creating a database to compile and store information with unique identifiers and 
object names for later retrieval. This tool is similar to doing the laundry. Before beginning the 
laundry, categories must be assigned for the clothes such as whites, coloreds, and delicates. After 
this, the laundry needs to be sorted into the assigned categories based on specific criteria. 
Throughout the process it is imperative to check the clothes in each pile; if a colored gets into the 
white pile, then the white pile would be damaged because of discoloration. The tool allows users 
to create categories for information, sort the information, and continuously check the status and 
criteria to ensure that the process runs smooth (See Figure 1 for this process). This tool could be 
used for: 

• Searching through resumes to pull an applicant with specific credentials, 
• Creating comprehensive compliance programs that follow the federal, state, and county 

mandates, or 
• Creating performance measures within an organization. 

 
This tool follows a procedure that facilitates simple implementation of a cross-referencing 
database with step-by-step instructions, enabling any organization an opportunity to set up an 
inexpensive method for decreasing costly errors. It allows the most inexperienced worker to 
create a database for storing and retrieving information based on key words and tags. This 
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database is also low maintenance whereby the worker only has to add information to keep the 
database maintained in real time. 
 
ADDIE was used for this tool because it is an instructional design method that improves 
workplace performance through its systematic approach; this occurs through the process because 
of the five phases: Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (Chevalier, 
2011, p. 11). The user needs to increase their knowledge and accuracy in cross-referencing to 
effectively complete assigned tasks. This model broke down the steps in a manner that allowed 
for an easily accessible and user-friendly guide. If desired, the tool steps can be divided among 
team members for division of labor, though the steps still must be followed sequentially. For 
example, steps one and two can be completed by a manager, while the subordinate then 
completes the remaining steps three through five. 
 
WHAT/HOW 
 
To use The Laundry Basket Cross-referencing Worksheet, follow the five steps sequentially and 
supply responses or check off each task as completed. 
 
I. Analyze the objects to be cross-referenced  
 
Read Step 1 in Figure 2; these questions need to be answered in order to start the process of 
cross-referencing in the most efficient and productive manner. Many of these questions should 
be givens i.e. management has provided a document with specific tags, objects, and sources to 
perform the cross-referencing. It is always important to know the purpose of cross-referencing so 
that mistakes are less likely to happen and the context of the project is known to the people 
working on it. This builds accountability and ownership over a project. The answers to these 
questions are necessary to proceed with step 2. 
 
Within this phase, there is a learner analysis that is conducted to see how much the user 
understands about the task at hand. If the user does not have enough information, then this 
process will not be effective. According to Rosenberg (1982), “in the analysis phase, the 
capabilities of the intended learner are compared with the performance requirements of the job” 
(p. 46). There needs to be a clear delineation between what the learner knows for the job and 
what they are in need of to accurately and effectively complete the task. The cross-referencing 
worksheet allows the learner to become cognizant of the task and what is required to complete 
cross-referencing. 
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Figure 2: The Laundry Basket Cross-referencing Worksheet 
 

STEP 1: ANALYZE the objects to be cross-referenced 

What are the objects to be cross-referenced?  

What is the purpose for cross-referencing the objects?  

What are the criteria (tags) to be cross-referenced?  

What are the sources for the cross-reference?  

STEP 2: DESIGN the data input database 

Select a flat file database tool (Excel, Word, etc.).  

Name the database using primary identifying 
characteristic. 

 

List additional identifying characteristics (if any).  

STEP 3: DEVELOP the data input database 

Create one database worksheet for each Tag, and title 
the worksheet/table with the Tag. 

 

In row 1, enter the following column headers: 

• Object unique identifier  

• Object name 

• 1 column per each object identifying 
characteristic  

• Data 

• Comments 

• Decision 

 

STEP 4: IMPLEMENT the object cross-referencing 

Search Source A for Object 1. 

Search for Tag 1. If it is found, update worksheet for 
Tag 1 with the following in the next available row: 

• Unique identifier  

• Object Name  

• Additional identifying characteristics  

• Data --> enter relevant information found 

 

 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 
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Repeat for each tag, updating appropriate tag worksheet.  

Repeat process for each Object. 

 

 

Repeat process for each Source.  

 

STEP 5: EVALUATE the results of object cross-referencing 

When complete, review data as a whole for all objects 
and make generalizations. Enter this in the Comments 
column. 

 

Then, make decisions for each object on the worksheet. 
Enter this in the Decision column. 

 

Upon completion or throughout, evaluate the database 
and your process (criteria, etc.) to see if improvements 
could be made. 

 

 
 
II. Design the data input database 
 
Examine the directives in step 2 of Figure 2. Begin coding the search objects with unique 
identifiers so they can be searched within the newly formed database. If the identifiers used are 
not unique enough, finding the material when cross-referencing will be painstakingly difficult. 
The additional characteristics will only make the process easier once searching begins for the 
cross-referenced material. At this section, decide which database application to work based on 
the applications provided by the business and user preference.  
 
Peterson (2003) states that within the designing phase, the user needs to identify objectives and 
how they will be met; he/she will also decide which media and methods will be the most 
effective at completing the task (p. 229).  The user of the tool will be identifying how to fulfill 
the objective of “given multiple databases and a set of key tags... search each database using key 
tags and...compile the results in a new database made up of worksheets organized by tag names." 
The user will be choosing the best format to preserve the data by researching the resourcefulness 
of Microsoft Excel and Word versus other software that the organization may already utilize. 
 
III. Develop the data input database 
 
Using the tags that need to be found (refer to Step 1 in Figure 2), create one database worksheet 
(one page on Word, on sheet on Excel) for each tag. Label each worksheet with the name of the 
tag. The labeling of the worksheets, the unique identifiers for the objects, and the tags are all 
necessary for sifting through large amounts of research and discovering the exact object that 
needs to be cross-referenced.  

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

 Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

 
Check when complete. Comments, if any: 

 

Check when complete. Comments, if any: 
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Systematically take the objects and compare them for usefulness. Within the Comments section 
of the database, write down the significant similarities and differences that are noticed. This will 
allow the user to make an accurate and well-informed decision about utilizing the objects. 
 
This phase “transforms the designer’s role from research and planning to production mode” 
(Peterson, 2003, p. 231). The user will be setting up the system that will be tracking information, 
but the user must constantly monitor how effective the system will be in regards to the media 
platform that was chosen and the givens that the organization has provided to begin the process 
of cross-referencing; this would include the tags and the sources used to find the requested 
information. 
 
IV. Implement the cross-referencing 
 
Review step 4 carefully before proceeding because this step is imperative to an error-free system. 
To implement the cross-referencing, the user needs to know the objects that to look for and the 
source where they will be retrieved. Within this step, the user will create unique identifiers for 
the objects and then peruse sources for specific objects by using the given tag. The object name 
will enable the user to search for the given object at a later time, and the unique identifier will be 
the differential between said Object A and Object B.  
 
Once the tags have been identified in the source, the objects need to be placed into the newly 
formatted database that you created. Place these objects within the tag that they were located 
under and be sure to add the unique identifiers. The pages being created are separated by tags 
which identify specific objects that are now labeled with unique identifiers. Once all of the 
information is transferred, this database will enable a user to initiate queries that will then 
identify objects according to tags, objects, and unique identifiers. 
 
This phase requires the user to take “an active role rather than a passive role” (Peterson, 2003, p. 
231). The user needs to begin implementing the process that has been designed while still 
maintaining awareness of potential flaws in the system; there needs to be some flexibility with 
making adjustments to the specific software being used in order to create the intended outcome. 
 
V. Evaluate the results of object cross-referencing 
 
This is the final process where the user decides which information is relevant to another and 
gives an overall assessment of the objects being compared. The database allows storage of 
objects from various sources and retrieval of the information for comparison. Once 
generalizations are identified, fill out the decision column to create a paper trail of the work and 
to keep the process error-free. By filling out the Decision section, the user is tracking the 
information and noting why it was decided to unite (or not unite) two objects. If objects are 
similar and match what the user is looking for, then the Decision section should reflect this. 
Objects will be paired at this point in the process for further use in the organization. 
 
The user needs to be “concerned with detecting any possible deterioration in the [process]” 
(Rosenberg, 1982, p. 49) as well as looking at potential flaws in the system that could affect the 
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short-term. The user is evaluating the data, seeking relevance and comparable objects. 
Throughout the course of this process, the user needs to continuously monitor and adjust for 
imperfections or problems within the system such as creating tags that do not have unique 
identifiers to distinguish between two similar objects, or not making a decision for specific 
objects. 
 
CASE STUDY 

Background: A large educational publishing company produces customized test practice 
workbooks aligned to each state’s learning standards for grades kindergarten through grade 12. 
In order to sell books in certain states, the company must submit their books to state textbook 
adoption committees for review. Each committee examines the books to ensure they comply with 
their state’s learning standards. The adoption process is cyclical, with different subject areas and 
grades for the adoption states scheduled for review and approval in different years. Only books 
that pass committee review may be sold to schools in adoption states, which represent a sizable 
portion of the national market. (See Figure 3) 

 

Figure 3: Adoption States Requiring Textbooks To Be Approved For Sale (in red) 

Over time, the publisher has found the cost of producing customized workbooks from scratch for 
every single adoption state to be prohibitive and not cost-justified in terms of resulting sales. To 
cut development costs and maximize profits, management suggested creating a single body of 
generic content that could be customized or “tweaked” to comply with individual state 
requirements.  
 
Informing the creation of this generic content would be a relational database system that would 
function across the publisher’s four divisions, (elementary, secondary, higher ed, and 
assessment) for the express purpose of leveraging existing capital (content) to develop new 
product lines. However, internal disagreement between divisions regarding shared costs and 
preferred database systems stalled this initiative.  

 Adoption States (20)  
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As an interim “next-best” solution, the company’s elementary division decided to introduce a flat 
database into which state-specific adoption dates and standards would be sorted and stored 
according to commonalities.  The database system was dubbed “The Laundry Basket” in that it 
involved sorting and organizing information by common features in much the same way laundry 
from multiple family members are sorted and grouped for washing. 
 
The IT specialist was charged with crafting a training model that would enable editorial staff to 
locate, input, and tag relevant data using this system. The specialist used the ADDIE model to 
define the process and tools needed to create each database and determine the best instructional 
approach to use in training staff how to populate them.  
 
Defining the Process Using ADDIE: The first step in creating a database involved identifying 
and grouping states according to common adoption dates. Each adoption date grouping would be 
a separate Excel spreadsheet. Staff would then identify commonalities across standards for the 
states within each group. Those common standards would be listed in worksheets bearing a 
generic heading, or “tag.” Each worksheet would represent standards from all states that mapped 
onto that generic tag.    
 
The key below (See Figure 4) explains terminology used in the model to describe various 
database elements. 
 

Figure 4: Terminology Key 

 

Term Definition Example 

Source Document or website with objects 
used to develop or populate website 

Company publishing plan on LAN; state 
education web page such as 
http://www.p12.nysed.gov/ciai/cores.html 

Object Adoption dates; grade level 
education standards as described on 
state education website 

June, 2013 
“Students are expected to: 
(A) identify words that name actions 
(verbs) and words that name persons, 
places, or things (nouns)” – from TX 
standards 

Tag Generic term used to catalog related 
standards from different states 

Vocabulary; Story Elements; Main Idea 

 
The IT specialist applied the ADDIE model to craft a systematic approach for showing senior 
editors how to organize and populate the database (See Figure 5). Senior editors were 
responsible for designing and developing each database (steps 1 through 3). Junior editors were 
responsible for populating formatted worksheets in the database (steps 4 and 5). 
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Figure 5:  ADDIE Laundry Basket Customized for Project 

STEP 1: ANALYZE the objects to be cross-referenced 

What are the objects to be cross-referenced?  The state adoption dates as indicated by the 
company pub plan.  
The state adoption dates as indicated by the 
company pub plan.  

What is the purpose for cross-referencing the 
objects? 

To identify states with overlapping/common 
adoption dates. 
To identify commonalities across state learning 
standards for grades K –8 in a specific subject. 

What are the criteria (tags) to be cross-referenced? The adoption date (month/year) 
Generic descriptor for similar or overlapping 
standards. 

What are the sources for the cross-reference? The pub plan can be accessed via the company’s 
LAN. 
The learning standards can be accessed via state 
education websites on the Internet. 

STEP 2: DESIGN the data input database 

Select a flat file database tool (Excel, Word, etc.). Search pub plan document on company LAN to 
locate states with similar adoption dates. Each date 
grouping will be a separate Excel database. 

Name the database using primary identifying 
characteristic. 

Each database will be titled by date (e.g. Adoptions 
June, 2013). 

List additional identifying characteristics (if any). Each database will include subject area reference 
(e.g. Reading Adoptions June, 2013). 

STEP 3: DEVELOP the data input database 

Create one database worksheet for each Tag, and 
title the worksheet/table with the Tag 

Refer to program glossary for generic terms to use 
as tags (e.g. Vocabulary)for each worksheet. 

In row 1, enter the following column headers: 

• Object name 

• 1 row per each object identifying 
characteristics  

• Comments 

• Decision 

•  Row 1, Columns 2 through X  = State 
Names (from Phase I search)  

• Rows 2 - 9, Column 1 = Kindergarten, 
Grade 1, Grade 2, Grade 3, Grade 4, 
Grade 5, Grade 6, Grade 7, Grade 8, 
respectively 

• Column X +1= Comments 
• Column X +2 = Decision 

STEP 4: IMPLEMENT the object cross-referencing 

Search Source A (State 1)  for Object (grade level 
standards) 

Search for Tag 1. If it's there, update worksheet for 
Tag 1 with the following in the next available row: 

• On Internet, open tabs for state education 
department websites indicated in column 
headings. 

• In Excel database, assign tag name for first 
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• Object Name Data --> enter relevant 
information found 

 

worksheet (e.g. Vocabulary) 
• Search first state ed website for relevant 

standards for kindergarten. Cut and paste 
standard into worksheet column for state, 
in kindergarten row. 

Repeat process for each Object. 

 
• Repeat for grade one for that state and 

continue until all grade standards for tag 
are included.  

Repeat process for each Source  • Repeat process for next state column, 
grade by grade. 

Repeat for each tag, updating appropriate tag 
worksheet 

• Assign tag name for second worksheet (e.g. 
Story Elements) and repeat process. 

STEP 5: EVALUATE the results of object cross-referencing 

When complete, review data as a whole for all 
objects and make generalizations. Enter this in the 
Comments column. 

• Add comments in last column (e.g. 
“Standards for State X skewed one grade 
up from other states.”) 

Then, make decisions for each object on the 
worksheet. Enter this in the Decision column. 

• Indicate whether the standards are 
sufficiently consistent across grades to 
warrant creation of a single body of 
workbook content and how content should 
be customized for  each state (e.g. “use the 
term affix rather than suffix/prefix”)  

 

The following pages show two sample worksheets: the first, after the development stage (step 3); 
the second, after the evaluation stage with various cells populated (step 5).
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Figure 6: Sample The Laundry Basket Worksheet With Steps 1, 2, and 3 Completed, Kindergarten Through Grade 8 
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Figure 7: Sample The Laundry Basket Completed Worksheet for Kindergarten and Level 1, Vocabulary “Tag” 
Note that Grade 1 Evaluation Comment and Decision sections have not yet been completed by the user. 
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Evaluating Database Effectiveness: Instructional success was gauged by how useful the 
database was in accomplishing the desired goal, that is, reducing development costs for state-
specific workbooks. Two metrics were used: 
 

A. Number of times completed database was accessed by editors (“hits”) during 
content development of workbook materials. 

B. Number of new pages of material required for state workbooks in group. 
 
Hit tallies showed steady usage of the completed database by editors once it went live on the 
company LAN. Some adjustments to database content were requested and made, but those 
requests were relatively few and decreased over time. 
 
The number of pages of manuscript that needed to be generated for workbooks at a single grade 
level (grade 4) dropped by 60% as shown in Figure 8 below. 1 

 
Figure 8. Potential Page Savings 

 
 Georgia Mississippi New 

Mexico 
Total new pages (if 
produced 
separately) 

Total New pages 
(if repurposed) 

Pages 
per book 

 
128 

 
144 

 
144 

 
416 

 
166 

 
With per page costs averaging $150, the resulting savings were $37,500 for the grade 4 
workbooks. Total cost savings were not available for all grades, but were estimated to be in 
excess of $250,000. Some of these savings were offset by billable hours spent working on 
project database creation by staff. Nevertheless, it appears that successfully populating and using 
the “laundry basket” database achieved the instructional goal. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1Figures indicating pages and moneys saved are not real, but are based on projections prior to the database going 
live. 
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